Q: I am asking about the immediate, the transitory, the appearance. Here is a picture of
a child killed by soldiers. It is a fact -- staring at you. You cannot deny it. Now, who is
responsible for the death of the child?
M: Nobody and everybody. The world is what it contains and each thing affects all
others. We all kill the child and we all die with it. Every event has innumerable causes
and produces numberless effects. It is useless to keep accounts, nothing is traceable.
Q: Your people speak of karma and retribution.
M: It is merely a gross approximation: in reality we are all creators and creatures of
each other, causing and bearing each other's burden.
Q: So, the innocent suffers for the guilty?
M: In our ignorance we are innocent; in our actions we are guilty. We sin without
knowing and suffer without understanding. Our only hope: to stop, to look, to
understand and to get out of the traps of memory. For memory feeds imagination and
imagination generates desire and fear.
Q: Why do I imagine at all?
M: The light of consciousness passes through the film of memory and throws pictures
on your brain. Because of the deficient and disordered state of your brain, what you
perceive is distorted and colored by feelings of like and dislike. Make your thinking
orderly and free from emotional overtones, and you will see people and things as they
are, with clarity and charity.
The witness of birth, life and death is one and the same. It is the witness of pain and of
love. For while the existence in limitation and separation is sorrowful, we love it. We
love it and hate it at the same time. We fight, we kill, we destroy life and property and
yet we are affectionate and self-sacrificing. We nurse the child tenderly and orphan it
too. Our life is full of contradictions. Yet we cling to it. This clinging is at the root of
everything. Still, it is entirely superficial. We hold on to something or somebody, with
all our might and next moment we forget it; like a child that shapes its mud-pies and
abandons them light-heartedly. Touch them -- it will scream with anger, divert the child
and he forgets them. For our life is now, and the love of it is now. We love variety, the
play of pain and pleasure, we are fascinated by contrasts. For this we need the
opposites and their apparent separation. We enjoy them for a time and then get tired
and crave for the peace and silence of pure being. The cosmic heart beats ceaselessly. I
am the witness and the heart too.

